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1. Saint Felix School is a co-educational independent boarding school for pupils from ages 2 to 19.  
Deciding on the right school for your child is very important, and we believe that a personal visit is invaluable. 
We very much hope that you and your child will visit Saint Felix.  We hold a number of open events 
throughout the year, which give a general introduction to the School.  Details are published on our website. 
We are also very happy to welcome prospective parents and their children at other times.  Please contact 
the School’s registrar/admissions secretary, Mrs Marsden on 01502 727052 or email registrar@stfelix.co.uk 
to arrange a visit. 
 
2. Aims.  Saint Felix School offers its pupils an opportunity to discover and develop their full potential 
in terms of academic, sporting and creative achievement through a broad and balanced curriculum, high 
quality teaching and learning and through supportive pastoral care.  The school aims to produce well-
rounded, confident young men and women, well prepared to face the challenges of higher and further 
education, and willing to contribute positively to society in their early adult lives.  Saint Felix School aims: 
 

 To be a friendly school with a family ethos, educating young people between the ages of 2 and 
19 years 

 To offer a high quality, individualised education based on a broad and stimulating curriculum, 
which is regularly reviewed 

 To provide opportunities for pupils to foster and develop a love of learning inside, outside and 
beyond the curriculum 

 To develop the full potential of individual pupils in a secure and supportive environment so 
that all feel safe and valued 

 To encourage all pupils to contribute to the school community through their personal gifts and 
talents 

 To inspire the whole school community to appreciate the beauty of their environment and to 
help maintain and preserve it in good order for future generations 

 To prepare its pupils to address, with confidence, the challenges that they will face living in a 
rapidly changing world, imbued with the unperishable qualities of respect, rationality and 
humanity 

 
3. The Entry Procedure.  Our selection process is designed to identify pupils who are able to benefit 
from our balanced and well-rounded education and to make a positive contribution towards the life of the 
School.  The usual points of entry are at seven years of age (Year 3), at 11+ (Year 7), 13+ (Year 9) and 16+ 
(Year 12).  The School may also have occasional places at other ages.  Please contact the registrar/admissions 
secretary for details.  The School's Registration Form is available on the School's website and from the 
Registrar. 
 
4. Equal Treatment.  Saint Felix’s aim is to encourage applications from candidates with as diverse a 
range of backgrounds as possible.  This enriches our community and is vital in preparing our pupils for today’s 
world. Generous bursaries are offered in order to make it possible for as many as possible who meet the 
School’s admission criteria to attend the School.  Saint Felix is committed to equal treatment for all, 
regardless of a candidate’s sex, race, ethnicity, religion, disability, gender reassignment, sexual orientation 
or social background.  The School’s provision for bursaries is described below.  
 
5. Special Educational Needs.  Saint Felix School does not unlawfully discriminate in any way regarding 
entry.  The School welcomes pupils with disabilities and/or special educational needs, provided we can offer 
them any support that they require and cater for any additional needs and that our site can accommodate 
them.  We strongly advise parents of children with special educational needs or physical or mental disabilities 
to discuss their child’s requirements with the School before he/she sits the entrance exam so that we can 
make adequate provision for him/her.  Parents should provide with the Registration Form a copy of an 
educational psychologist’s report or a medical report if they have one.  The School will discuss thoroughly 
with parents (and their child's medical advisers, if appropriate) the adjustments that can reasonably be made 
for the child if he/she becomes a pupil at the School. 

mailto:registrar@stfelix.co.uk
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6. The Assessment Process.  The aim of the process is to identify potential.  Saint Felix is looking for 
well-rounded pupils with a genuine interest in education in the broadest sense of the word, with interests 
that stretch beyond the confines of the academic curriculum.  The School has strong traditions in music, 
drama, art, debating, community activities and sport.  There are many extra-curricular activities, all of which 
are important in developing a well-balanced, confident individual.  No specific preparation for the entrance 
tests is needed, all candidates start on an equal footing, with identical opportunities to display their academic 
aptitude and extra-curricular skills.  Assessments: 
 

 Reception.  Assessment is based on observing informal play in small groups 

 Years 1 – 6.  Children will normally invited to spend a day in school to enable teaching staff to assess 
their abilities in reading, language and numbers.  This helps to establish the correct level of entry for 
each child. Those wishing to enter Years 3 to 6 will be given more formal tests, either during the day 
spent in school, or at some other agreed time 

 Years 7 – 11.  Entry to the Senior Department is via a taster day or two in school. This helps to 
establish the correct level of entry for each student.   Prospective boarding pupils will be invited in 
for a taster session consisting of a day or two in school together with an overnight stay in the boarding 
house.  Prospective swimmers will also attend a training session.  Pupils will then be required to sit 
the Saint Felix Entrance Examinations held in late January each year 

 All candidates for entry in Years 9 and 10 sit papers designed for their age group in English 
and Maths which reflect the KS2/KS3 curriculum 

 Years 12 – 13. Our offer of places into Year 12 is conditional upon a candidate achieving a minimum 
of [number] GCSE points, including Grades [grades] in the subjects proposed for study at AS and A2 

 References.  References will be sought from the Head of a candidate’s current school as part of the 
assessment process 

 
7. Sibling Policy.  Most siblings join us at Saint Felix.  However, admission is not automatic and there 
may be occasions where the School judges that a sibling is likely to thrive better in a different academic 
environment.  
 
8. Scholarships.  Saint Felix offers a limited number of scholarships each year to applicants who show 
particular flair and ability in competitive scholarship examinations.  Awards are also made as a result of 
competitive examinations, assessments and auditions to those who excel at Music, Sport, Swimming and the 
Visual Arts (Art & Photography).  Full details of the entrance examinations and scholarships available at each 
entry point can be found a separate ‘Scholarships & Awards’ booklet, a copy of which is available on request. 
A scholarship may be withdrawn in accordance with the terms upon which such award is made or in 
accordance with the School's Terms and Conditions. 
 
9. Bursaries.  The School offers means-tested awards annually to entrants at the usual points of entry, 
where the parents have indicated on the Registration Form that they require financial support.  Bursaries are 
means-tested in accordance with the criteria published on the School’s website.  Both parents are required 
to provide proof of their income and assets.  The level of support varies according to parental need; but can 
extend to 75 per cent remission in cases of proven need.  Before the offer of a bursary is confirmed, an 
external assessor appointed by the School will normally visit the family at their home.  Bursaries are always 
offered for 12 months at a time. The family is required to provide fresh information about its circumstances 
for every year that their child attends the School.  Levels of support may vary with fluctuations in income or 
wealth.  Our bursary policy can be obtained from the Registrar.  A bursary may be withdrawn in accordance 
with the terms upon which such award is made or in accordance with the School's Terms and Conditions. 
 
10. Overseas Applicants.  We welcome overseas pupils, who can study at Saint Felix as a boarder 
provided that he/she has a relative or responsible adult living in the UK with whom he/she can stay for some 
weekends, more details of which are contained in the School's Terms and Conditions.  Ideally we would like 
prospective pupils and parents to visit but appreciate that for overseas pupils it is not always possible.  In this 
instance pupils who cannot attend for interview will be asked to complete a Registration Form, a Student 
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Application Questionnaire and submit these together with copies of their most recent school reports/subject 
grades, school or character references and a copy of their passport.   
 

a. Fluency in English.  In order to cope with the high academic and social demands of Saint 
Felix, pupils must be fluent English speakers.  Students for whom English is not their first language 
are expected to have obtained a standard of English equivalent to the Cambridge First Certificate or, 
for entry to the Sixth Form, IELTS Grade 5.5.  A video interview will also be arranged prior to a formal 
offer being made.  Tuition in English as an Additional Language (EAL) can be arranged at the parent’s 
expense. 
 
b. Visas. Saint Felix is licensed by the United Kingdom Visas and Immigration (UKVI) 
organisation to sponsor pupils who require visas to study in the United Kingdom.  The school will 
issue a Confirmation of Acceptance for Studies (CAS) reference number to each pupil requiring a visa 
if he or she has been offered and has accepted a place.  It is the responsibility of the parents to apply 
to the UKVI for a visa at the appropriate time and with the correct documentation.  Parents are 
requested to inform the school that an application is being made and thereafter kept up to date with 
the progress of the visa application.  Once a visa has been granted the school will require a copy of 
the letter of confirmation and of the temporary vignette page from their passport.  All enquiries 
regarding visa applications should be made in the first instance to the Registrar. 
 

11. Religious Beliefs.  Saint Felix welcomes applications from prospective pupils of all faiths and of no 
faith.   
 
12. School’s Terms & Conditions.  The School's Terms and Conditions will be made available to parents 
as part of the admissions process. 
 
13. Complaints.  The School’s Complaints Procedure is on the School’s website and can be sent to 
prospective parents on request. The Complaints Procedure is not available for use by prospective parents.   
 
14. Records and Review.  Applicants’ details will be held on file with due regard to data protection 
legislation and the School’s Privacy Notice and Retention of Records Policy.  The School will not hold the 
personal data of you or your child for longer than is necessary for a lawful purpose. This will generally be no 
more than 6 months following an unsuccessful application, but reasons to retain for longer might include if 
the parents express an interest in the candidate re-applying for any reason at a later date, or in the potential 
candidacy of another sibling; or to deal with any ongoing matters or queries arising from the application. 


